Discovering Birmingham guide to the city
The fifth edition of this highly visual tourist guide and memento of the city first produced in 1995.
Discovering Birmingham looks at the origins of Birmingham including the industrial revolution and
the role of the canals and Victorian growth. The Jewellery Quarter, public art and modern
commerce & industry all feature, along with the fine city squares. Future directions Birmingham is
taking are considered. All builds into a powerful publication which gives a great feel for the city we
can experience today. To be published just a few weeks before we experience our largest ever
number of visitors to the city at the Commonwealth Games this publication ticks all the boxes as a
small but powerful gift for visitors.
Discovering Birmingham includes a list of things to do with entries linked to a grid on a fold out
location map. The book is written and photographed by Jonathan Berg, author of Positively
Birmingham, the best-selling coffee-table book of the modern city.
Discovering Birmingham is available in local retail outlets including bookshops, the Library of
Birmingham and other locations. It can be purchased in bulk for corporate use, such as new
employee starter packs, school class sets, delegate bags for conferences and indeed anyone
hosting visitors to Birmingham.
If you are entertaining visitors to Birmingham in 2022 this publication is especially for you!
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